LEADERS COMMENTS:

Gracias a Dios Center / Josefa:
Sewing, pastry, beauty, imitation jewellery, cold ceramics, course of Christmas decorations, all these projects that are carried out in our center, are implemented with a lot of dedication and love, we do not have to pay a teacher but we have the will to continue teaching and that it fills us with satisfaction to serve our community.

Center APAN / Yanine (Diriamba-Carazo):
Talk about the pants for women project: during 2019, we intend to continue with a more advanced program.
June Lemke Center / Petronila
Cutting and tailoring project, ladies clothes, dresses, skirts, blouses and basic sewing, these people are already producing in their communities and the group thanks WNP for all the support that has been given to them. They said that the group works as volunteers and they have learned to make cakes and craft projects.

Brazos de Amor School Center / Irela
I have learned to share and put into practice handicraft classes with my students and they are already selling part of this work, I have been struck by pastry classes and sewing, I have the idea to open a center in La Mina el Limón, since I want to share what I have learned, some are already elaborating what they have learned and others are delivering sewing requests and we are inviting them to carry out these projects.
Petronila announces and will present the dresses and costumes made by the women of the cut and confection group, she classifies them with elegant outfits, the sideboard ladies are proud to model their costumes.

Next, the catwalk of suits, (pants and blouses) with students participation was presented. Each student showed his talent by modeling his ladies' pants, made by themselves.

The catwalk was a success, all participated very animated and full of energy. The instructors Petronila and Yanina, made known that they felt very satisfied with their students because they have assimilated knowledge and demonstrated it with their garments that they elaborated and modeled.
Girl from the Carolina center, dances the solar de monimbó and the girls of the Sagrado Corazón De Jesús center danced El sapo.
4 raffles were made with products from Vital, one of the Bike/ Hike sponsors, the winners were rewarded with:

Marina García  Basic Basket
Jade Mendieta  Basic Basket. (absent)
Yamileth Bejarano  A certificate of Therapy.
Irela Díaz  A certificate of Therapy. (absent)
After so much suspense with the raffles, we sang Las Mañanitas to Mrs Fanny, then she sang us "No volveré" and others. We did a quick collection of C$ 1,770.00 ($55) like a birthday gift to her.

A student of the Carolina center amazed us with the music of Titanic with sweet flute.
There were fun dynamics where the winners were rewarded:

• Mrs. Marina García — Winner of the first game.
• Mrs. Doris Umaña — winner of the second game
• Rolando Lumbí — Winner of the third prize
• Samuel (Senderos de Luz Center, participates in the dynamics of passing objects to the rhythm of music).
Mirna read messages with words of motivation from Amy.

Bike Hike winner
1. From what has been learned in the centers, products are designed, created and sold face to face.

2. A group of 5 to 10 participants meet, make their economic contributions, buy fabrics and supplies needed, then sell them to other communities, they create interest in nearby areas.

3. Raffles of donated items are made.

4. They sell to foreign groups that visit their community.

5. Online sales through social networks.

6. They offer their products in state institutions.

7. Participate in national entrepreneur fairs.

8. Tourist Viewpoints.

9. Loans Awarded by WNP
IDEAS FOR CLASSES IN 2019
(starting February and March)

1. Bags and Backpacks,
2. Ribbon Embroidery,
3. Smoking,
4. Cutting and confection,
5. Cold Porcelain craft,
6. Foamy craft,
7. Confectionery,
8. Hand Embroidery,
9. Machine Embroidery,
10. Jewelry,
11. Fabric with two needles.
Participants had lunch followed by some gifts of appreciation to all who attended. And at 2:00 pm the meeting was wrap up, reminding them that the first meeting of the year 2019 will be in January at the WNP office.